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ABSTRACT

SELF-OTHER DIFFERENTIATION: FIELD DEPENDENCE

AND ASSUMED SIMILARITY TO OTHERS

By

Daniel H.'Wegner

This study investigated extensions of psychological differen-

tiation theory involving the perception and prediction of others. In

particular. the amount of similarity a person assumes to other people

and the actual number of persons in a given sample to whom he assumes

similarity were related to his level of differentiation. Accuracy in

the prediction of others behavior was hypothesized to be unrelated to

- the field dependence-independence dimension. Based on an hypothesis

equating field dependence and social dependence, self versus other

oriented values were assessed in relation to differentiation. Field

dependence-independence was tested with three instruments: the em.

bedded figures test; the closure flexibility (concealed figures) test;

and the block design subscale of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence

Scale. The bank of tests was given to sixty-three undergraduates

at Michigan State University.

The results of the study indicated that (1) field dependent

persons assume more similarity to others in a prediction situation

and in simple self-report than do field independent persons; (2) No

difference in predictive accuracy was found between field dependent

and field independent persons. and a tendency was found for those



Daniel M. Wagner

persons near the middle of the differentiation continuum to be better

predictors of the behavior of others than were persons at the extremes:;

and (3) self-values versus other-values were not significantly related

to differentiation, suggesting that moral evaluation is independent of

this cognitive style.

These results extend psychological differentiation theory to

include the fields of empathy (assumed similarity to others) and

accuracy in the prediction of others behavior (empathic accuracy).

Future research was suggested involving the refinement of instruments

introduced in this study. and further definition of variables within

the field dependence-social dependence framework.
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INTRODUCTION

This study was designed to test extensions of the theory of

psychological differentiation with regard to person perception. In

particular, the relationship between empathy - the tendency to

assume similarity to others -- and level of differentiation was

tested.

ngchological Differentiation

The theory of psychological differentiation as proposed by

Witkin (1954. 1962. 1965) has produced a vast amount of research

integrating the disciplines of perception and personality. As first

conceived, the field dependence-independence dimension related to

individual differences in perception. The field dependent person's

perception is strongly dominated by the over-all organization of

the field. and parts of the perceptual field are experienced as

”fused.” For the field independent person, parts of the field are

experienced as discrete. Within has amassed considerable evidence

that a tendency toward one or the other ways of perceiving is a

consistent. pervasive characteristic of an individual's perception.

Field dependent and field independent modes of perception were

assessed hy‘Witkin (1962) on the basis of performance on four per-

ceptual tests: (a) the rod-and-frame test (RFT). (b) the embedded

figures test (EFT), (c) the bodybadjustment test (BAT), and (d) the

room-adjustment test (RAT). All but the EFT involved perception of

the upright in ambiguous situations in which correct perception of

the upright indicated the ability to overcome misleading field cues

-- field independence. Individuals who were misled by the incorrect



field were labeled field dependent. The EFT was a measure of the

ability to recognize a simple geometric figure within the embedding

context (field) of a complex figure. Failure to do this correlated

with attention to misleading field cues in the EFT, BAT. and RAT

(Witkin, 195A).

The identification of field dependence-independence as a cog-

nitive style was based on findings relating these consistencies in

perception to similar consistencies in intellectual and social

functioning. Bennett (1956) found that field independent individuals

had greater articulation of body concept than did field dependent

individuals. Other evidence suggesting the generality of the field

dependence-independence dimension has been cited by witkin (1965) in

support of the following conclusion:

...at one extreme there is a consistent tendency for ex-

perience to be global and diffuse -- the organization of the

field as a whole dictates the manner in which its parts are

experienced. At the other extreme there is a tendency for

experience to be delineated and structured -- parts of a

field are experienced as discrete and the field as a whole

organized. To the opposite poles of the cognitive style

we may apply the labels 'global' and 'articulated'.

There are also consistent sex differences within the field dependence —

independence dimension, with males more field independent (Witkin.

I962).

The purpose of the present study was to extend and test hypo-

theses put forth hy'Witkin (1954. 1962) that field independent

persons would have a well developed sense of separate identity,~

whereas field dependent persons would rely on external sources for

definition of their attitudes, judgements. sentiments. and views of

themselves. In other words, the field independent person would see
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himself as different, articulated. and as an individual in the social

context. The field dependent person would see himself as reflected

in others, and would be extremely dependent on the social environ-

ment for self-definition.

Various attempts to validate Witkin's “field dependency -

social dependency" hypothesis have appeared in the literature. Dana

and Goocher (1959) found that field dependent subjects (selected by

performance on the EFT) scored higher on "succorance" and lower on

”autonomy” and "dominance" as measured by the Edwards Personal Prefer-

ence Scale than did field independent subjects. Solar. Davenport.

and Bruehl (1969) used pairs of subjects. a field dependent §_and a

field independent §, selected on the basis of their performance on

the EFT and the Thurstone Concealed Figures Test. Each pair was

asked to cooperate in setting the rod to true vertical in the RFT.

The mean displacement from true vertical of the pair working to-

gether was in every case in the direction of greater field indepen-

dence than the mean of the scores of the two individuals working

alone. Results were explained on the basis of field dependent persons'

conformity.

Linton (1955) found that field dependent Se, as measured by an

index score composed of performance on the BAT. RAT, and EFT, tended

to change their Judgements in the direction of conformity with a

confederate's judgement in the autokinetic movement situation.

Ronstadt and Forman (1965) found that field.dependent S; were mere

attentive to others than were field independent §s. Messick and

Damarin (1964) reported that persons with global cognitive style

were more attentive to faces in an incidental learning situation.
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This type of evidence suggests the salience of the social context for

the self-definition and behavior of the globally oriented individual.

Assumed Similarity to Others

A person's empathy with another is his tendency to assume that

another person's feelings, thoughts. and behavior are similar to his

own (Smith. 1966). Of course. individuals‘;;g similar to each other

in respects that vary with each individual. However. the tendency to

assume greater or less similarity to others tnan is actually the case

can significantly affect accuracy in the prediction of others behavior.

'Various studies as summarized by Smith (1966) have identified some of

the major processes which determine empathy. He pointed out that

identification, attraction. generalization. and familiarity all re-

late to assumed similarity. He also indicated that the tendency to

assume similarity or dissimilarity to others was a relatively con-

sistent property of an individual's social perception. and that

differences in personality existed between high empathizers and low

empathizers. Chance and Headers (1960) asked subjects to give their

own and predict others responses to the Edwards Personal Preference

Scale. Significant differences in need scores were found between

high and low empathizers. In particular. low empathizers ( those

typified by little assumed similarity to others) were expressive.

dominating, independent. aloof, and aggressive. High smpathizers

were inhibited, submissive, dependent, gregarious. and unaggressive.

Cronbach (1955) stated that the assumed similarity measures reflect

a general orientation toward others, and the fact that significant

behavioral correlates have been found for assumed similarity sug-

gests that a generalized mental set exists which influences both



test and non-test behavior.

Aside from assumed similarity. measures of predictive accuracy

and actual similarity can be extracted from the personpprediction

paradigm. These variables are comparisons of three sets of reSponses:

1) the subject's self-response: 2) the self-response of another

person or the average response of a group; and 3) the subject's pre-

diction of the other person's or group's response. Assumed similarity

has been operationalized as the similarity of the subject's self-

response to the response he predicted for others. Predictive accu-

racy -- empathic accuracy -- is assessed through the comparison of

the actual responses of others and the subject's prediction of their

response. Actual similarity is the similarity between the subject's

self-response and the actual self-response of the person or persons

whose behavior the subject has tried to predict.

Any personality measure may be used to obtain these three var-

iables through the application of the prediction paradigm which has

been outlined. In this situation, the subject is often briefed about

the individual to be predicted. This briefing may be an actual

meeting with the person. a tape-recorded interview. a written bio-

graphy. or any other type of interpersonal communication. In the

prediction of group responses, often only the name of the group is

used to alert the subject to the locus of response. Prediction of

the response of large demographically defined groups has been used

not only as a measure of predictive variables, but of stereotype"

accuracy, assumed similarity to stereotyped groups, and actual

similarity to such groups. Both types of prediction -- individuals

and groups -- were used in the present study.
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Smith (1966) cited studies which have found consistent high

correlations between assumed similarity and actual similarity scores;

however, only small correlations have been found between assumed

similarity and predictive accuracy scores. Thus. great or small

assumed similarity does not enhance accuracy of prediction, but

level of assumed similarity is a good indication of actual simil-

arity.

Apart from the prediction paradigm. a second measure of

assumed similarity was investigated in the present study. Rather

than a measure of the amount of similarity assumed to a person or

group. it required the subject to make a choice between the responses

"similar to me” and "not similar to me" regarding a number of per-

sonal acquaintances. This set of dichotomous choices provided a

self-report measure of the number of people to whom the subject

assumed similarity.

The person who assumes much similarity to others is identi-

fiable in various testing situations. His personality -- the empath-

ic personality -- is. in summary, characterized by a general orien-

tation toward others, dependence in social situations, and a highly

developed need for social interactions. Furthermore. the high

empathizer predicts others behavior no better than does the low

empathizer, the compromise being empathy tailored to the situation.

Field Dependence. Social Dependencelgand Assumed Similarity

The portrait of the empathic personality is strikingly sim-

ilar to that of the field dependent personality Operating in social

interactions. A person who finds self-definition in his social con-

text, as does the field dependent individual, must assume much
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similarity to others. According to Smith (1966), "We empathize with

those with whom we identify.”

Generalization is an important process for the high empathizer.

When a person finds that he has some characteristics in common with

another person. he tends to perceive himself as having other charac-

teristics like that person (Stotland, et al.. 1961). The field depen-

dent person who sees a person as slightly similar to himself soon

forms a global view: similarity is generalized. The field independent

person who sees a person as slightly similar to himself can differ-

entiate these similarities from the social field and not assume

greater similarity than what he first perceived.

Deductions can also be made concerning the predictive accuracy

dimension and psychological differentiation. Differentiation implies

certain relations within the cognitive Sphere. It has been shown by

Witkin (1962) and Bieri (1955) that differentiation and cognitive

complexity are extremely similar dimensions. Differentiation implies

the ability or propensity to distinguish fine differences between

cognitions. ‘Within this frame of reference. the findings of Leventhal

(1957) that no difference existed between cognitively simple and

cognitively complex judges in predictive accuracy become very impor-

tant. The same outcome may be true in the case of the field depen-

dent versus field independent individua13s predictive accuracy.

In short. the following particular hypotheses were derived

for evaluation in the present experiment:

1. Field dependent individuals will assume greater similarity

to others than will field independent individuals in a prediction

situation, and field dependent individuals will assume similarity
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to EEES other people than will field dependent individuals.

2. Field dependent persons will value self-definition from others

over internal self-definition, with the Opposite being true for field

independent persons.

3. No difference in empathic (predictive) accuracy will be

found between field dependent and field independent persons.



METHOD

Subjects

Sixty-three undergraduate students enrolled in introductory

psychology classes at Michigan State University served as subjects.

They were given extra credit for participating in what they were told

was a study of cognitive style. Forty of the‘Ss'were female and

twenty-three were male.

Instruments

Three tests of field dependence were used: the embedded figures

test (EFT). the closure flexibility (concealed figures) test (CFT).

and the block design test (ED). The measures of assumed similarity

to others were: the assumed similarity (AS) scale of the Revised

Diagnostic Test of Empathic Accuracy. and the role similarity form

(RSF). Self-other values were measured with the Behavioral Attitude

Questionnaire (BAQ). Predictive accuracy (PA) and actual similarity

to others (AC5) were also assessed with the Revised Diagnostic Test

of Empathic Accuracy. The instruments are outlined individually in

the following description.

The Embedded Figures Test (EFT). Fisrt developed by H. A.

'Witkin (1950) as a variation of the Gottschaldt figures. the EFT

indicates level of differentiation according to a subject's ability

to overcome an embedding context or field. Numerous studies (Wit.

kin. 1954, 1962; Marlowe. 1958; and Goodenough and Karp, 1961) have

found substantial correlations ( ranging from .30 to .80) between

the embedded figures test and other tests of field dependence such as

the rod-and-frame test and the body-adjustment test. On each of
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twelve items on the test the subject is shown a simple geometric form

and then is required to trace the location of that form in another

more complex form. The subject cannot see both figures simultaneously

but is allowed to examine the simple form as often as needed. In

this way memory does not play a large part in forming the discrim—

ination. The test score is the number of seconds required to locate

the embedded figure totaled across all items with a three-minute time

limit for each individual item. Thus the higher an individual's

score. the more field dependent he is.

‘Witkin (1969) reported odd-even reliabilities. corrected by the

Spearman-Brown method. ranging between .71 and .92. and a test-retest

reliability of .89 after a three-year interval.

The Closure Flexibilityg(Concealed Figures) Test (CFT). Very

similar to the EFT. this measure was developed from the Gottschaldt

figures by Thurstone (1944) as a test of the ability to see a given

configuration which is embedded in a larger. more coMplex configuration.

Closure flexibility has been found to be a good indicator of field

dependence (Bayman. 1951; Marlowe. 1958; and Witkin et a1.. 1962).

differing from the EFT mainly in method of administration. Each item

consists of a simple figure which is presented on the left of the

page and followed by a row of four complex drawings to the right. The

subject must check those complex figures which contain the given fig-

ure in its original size and orientation. and indicate with a zero

those complex figures which do not contain the given figure. Final

score is the number of correct answers minus the number of incorrect

answers given in a period of twelve minutes with a possible maximum

score of 196. Thurstone (19kb) reported Spearman-Brown split-half
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reliabilities in the range of .78 for large samples. while Pemberton

(1951) reported reliability of .94 on the present form of the test.

The test is scored in the direction of field independence. so field

dependent persons have low scores.

The Block Design Test (ED). A subscale of the Wechsler Adult

Intelligence Scale. the block design test has been found to correlate

very highly with measures of differentiation. Goodenough and Karp

(1961). in a factorial study of field dependence and intellectual

functioning. found that the block design test loaded highly on a

factor which included high loadings on the EFT and the rod-and-frame

test. The test consists of various reference designs which must be

copied with two-colored blocks. The reference design apparently forms

an organized field that must be analyzed and broken up for effective

performance. ‘Witkin (1962) acknowledged the usefulness of this scale

in the measurement of differentiation.

Each item of the scale has a time limit with added bonus points

for solution times under certain limits. Total possible score is 48.

'Wechsler (1955) reported odd-even Spearman-Brown reliabilities from

.82 to .86 for large samples. High score indicates field independence.

The Revised Diagnostic Test of Empathic Accuracy. This test

contains three measures: predictive accuracy (PA). assumed similarity

(AS). and actual similarity (ACS). Based in part on the Empathy

Inventory of Livensparger (1965). H. C. Smith designed this measure

with four parts: 1) empathy with the typical man; 2) empathy with the

typical woman: 3) empathy with Naomi Warren. a particular woman;

and h) empathy with Harold Warren. a particular man. Items in the

first two parts consisted of various interests from the Strong Voc-

ational Interest Blank such as “Algebra” and ”Real estate salesman"
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for males and ”Bank teller" and ”True story magazine" for females.

For the twelve items in the first part. four responses were possible:

Mark '1' if you like the interest and also think the typical

man would like it.

Mark '2” if you dislike the interest and also think the

typical man would dislike it.

Mark'*3' if you like the interest but think the typical man

would dislike it.

Mark '4' if you dislike the interest but think the typical

man would like it.

For the twelve items in the second part, the same responses were used.

with replacement of "typical man" in the set of responses by "typical

woman.I

Parts three and four were headed by short paragraphs (approx.

imately 100 words) describing Naomi Warren and Harold warren in terms

of demographic variables and personal interests. These were followed

by a different set of twentybfive personality items in each part.

which had been previously answered by the'Warrens. The possible

responses in part three were:

Mark '1' if you think the statement is true or more true

than false of yourself. and also think that Naomi answered

true.

Mark '2“ if you think the statement is false of yourself.

and also think that Naomi answered false.

Mark '3' if you think the statement is true of yourself

and think that Naomi answered false.

Mark ~u~ if you think the statement is false for yourself

and think Naomi answered true.

In part four. “Naomi" was replaced with "Harold“ in the set of res-

ponses. All fifty items in parts three and four were selected from

the Prutebob Personality Inventory.

Three scores were obtainable from each subject's set of
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responses. Predictive accuracy (PA) was assessed with respect to ’

stereotypes of the typical man and woman and individual predictive

accuracy regarding the actual responses of Harold and Naomi Warren.

Actual similarity (ACS) score was the number of self-responses a

subject made which were the same as the self-responses of the typical

man and woman and the Barrens. Assumed similarity (AS). the crucial

measure in the present paper. was scored as the number of responses

'1' and '2' made by the subject. For each item. these two responses

indicated that the subject's self-report and prediction were the sale.

The Spearman-Brown odd-even reliabilities for the AS. ACS. and

PA scales in the present study were .6”. .76. and .59. respectively.

The Role Similarity Form (RSF). Another measure of assumed

similarity -- the role similarity form -- consisted of a list of

fifteen roles from the Role Construct Repertory Test (Rep test) of

Kelly (1955). The subject was instructed to fill in the name of a

personal acquaintance who fit each role definition. Then the sub-

ject was simply asked to divide the names into two groups. listing in

one column those individuals (by number) he felt were most similar

to him. and in the other those he felt were least similar to him.

In this forced dichotomous choice situation. total score wes the num-

ber of people listed as similar.

The Kelly Rep test format was used to obtain a pepulation of

personal acquaintances to which the subject could respond. The.RSF

had not previously been validated and was constructed specifically

for the present study. Pest-experimental interviews (during de-

briefing) with subjects showed that their interpretations of the

categories “similar” and ”dissimilar“ were very simple, and that

the categories were semantically clear to the subjects. Earlier
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validation and checking of internal consistency was not possible and

the RSF in its present form had a Kuder-Richardson #20 reliability

of .28.

Another scoring of this instrument was derived through a post

hoc item analysis, subsequently referred to as the parent items of

the RSF. This involved the two items which had the highest part-

whole correlations; the roles of mother and father. Scoring was

simply two points for both parents listed as ”similar". one point

for either parent, and zero if the subject did not list either parent

as ”similar." The use of this scale was justifiable in that the

parental relationships serve as the model for most other relations

with people. and are therefore central to person perception. The

two items had a correlation of .51 with each other.

The Behavioral Attitude_Questionnaire (gig). This measure of

self-values versus other-values was developed by McKinney (1971) in

the form of a dichotomous forced-choice sentence completion test.

A factor analysis of an earlier measure yielded the present scale.

Two sentence stems, "I think it would be better if I..." and "I think

it would be worse if I..." were followed by thirty dichotomous choices

each. For instance. a sentence could be completed with "trusted my

friends" or ”showed maturity". These choices had been previously

equated for social desirability, with thirty-two of the sixty choices

involving the selfeother value dimension and the other twenty-eight

choices being used as fillers. McKinney reported Kuder-Richardson

#20 reliability for this scale of .70 for a large sample and two-

week test-retest reliability of .82. The present study found a

K-R #20 reliability of .68. The test is scored in the direction of

otheravalues. so high score indicates other-values and low score
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indicates self-values.

Copies of the Closure Flexibility Test. the Revised Diagnostic

Test of Empathic Accuracy. the Role Similarity Form, and the Behavioral

Attitude Questionnaire are contained in Appendix B.

We.

The instruments were administered individually by a single

experimenter. requiring approximately 1.5 hours for each subject.

Order effects were balanced by randomly ordering the tests for each

subject. In particular. the CFT and EFT were expected to interact

because of learning effects: therefore the EFT was given prior to the

CFT for thirty-two subjects and the CFT was given first to the re-

maining thirty-one subjects.

For the individually administered scales (EFT and ED). each

subject was taken to a small experimental room in order to minimize

distractions from other subjects who were filling out the paper and

pencil tests in a larger room. After finishing all the tests, each

subject was thoroughly debriefed and pledged to secrecy pending the

conclusion of the experiment.



RESULTS

Preliminary data analyses were carried out to check for possible

systematic testing or sampling error. Table 1 shows means and stan-

dard deviations for all the test scores. These means are typical for a

college population. None of the measures correlated significantly

with order of administration. from first to last subject. Differences

between means for performance on the EFT. BD. and CFT between males

and females were not significant; however. separate correlational

analyses for males and females were made and are showm.in Tables 3 and

4 in Appendix A. No significant sex effects were found. so the data

were pooled in the final analysis.
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Table 1. Means and standard deviations of all measures by sex.

Measures Males Females Total

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Field dependence

Embedded Figures......... 412.4 233.10 492.3 210.69 436.1 220.69

Block Design............. 42.0 5.07 39.8 5.68 40.6 5.53

Concealed Figures........ 96.4 23.72 86.2 23.34 89.9 24.44

Assumed similarity

Role Similarity Formo-co- 7.8 1.99 8.6 1.98 8.3 2.01

RSF; parent items........ 1,4 0,52 1,7 o,h3 1,5 o,h7

Assumed SimilarityT.-.... 43.1 4.83 45.3 7.17 44.5 6.46

Others 8

Self-Other Values (BAQ).. 13.2 3.85 15.7 4.26 14.8 4.27

Predictive Accuracyt..... 35.1 6.07 35.4 6.33 35.3 6.19

Actual Similarityf....... 44.1 6.14 39.2 6.98 41.0 7.05 
 

*contained in the Revised Diagnostic Test of Empathic Accuracy.
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As shown in Table 2, significant correlations were found between

the three measures of field dependence-independence: EFT, CFT. and BD.

The measures of assumed similarity, the role similarity form and the

AS scale of the Revised Diagnostic Test of Empathic Accuracy. were not

significantly correlated. The important results of this study are

reported in terms of the experimental hypotheses. Level of signifi-

cance was determined with a one-tailed test for relations that had

been hypothesized and a two-tailed test for relations that had not

been hypothesized.

Hypothesis 1. that field dependent persons would assume greater

similarity to others than would field independent persons. and that

field dependent persons would assume similarity to more other people

than would field independent persons, was partially confirmed. In

particular, significant correlations were found between performance

on the EFT and ED, and assumed similarity to others in a prediction

situation (AS). The correlation between field dependence as measured

by the CFT and assumed similarity (AS), although not significant. was

in the predicted direction. Field dependence scores on the EFT and

CFT were significantly correlated with the tendency to assume sim-

ilarity to many people. as measured by the role similarity form (RSF).

Prediction of this type of assumed similarity according to block

design (BD) scores was not significant. but was in the predicted

direction. A multiple regression analysis was performed with EFT.

CFT. and ED scores as predictors of the dependent variables AS score

(assumed similarity scale) and RSF score (role similarity form).

The multiple R was .39. (p'<.05). (The significance of this correlsp

tion was determined by calculation of an F value in an analysis of

variance of high and low groups with the EFT. CFT. and BD scores as
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Table 2. Intercorrelation matrix of three field dependence measures.

three measures of assumed similarity. and measures of self-other

values. predictive accuracy. and actual similarity to others.1

 

 

EFT BD CFT RSF RSFP AS BAQ PA

      
Field dependence
 

Embedded Figures Test. -

Block DOSign.........o 064+ -

Concealed Figures..... .64+ .38 -

 

Assumed similarity
 

Role Similarity Form.. .25* .08 .27"I -

RSF; parent items....l .34+ .18 .11 .45: -

Assumed Similarityg... .24. .28‘ .14 .t6 .03 -

 

Others
 

Other—values (BAQ)....-.03 .13 .01 .13 .18 .06 -

Predictive Accuracy?.4-.02 -e12 -e12 -e09 e09 e38“ e04 -

Actual Similarityg...1-.1O -.24* -.15 -.17 .07 -.01 -.35** .46**  
  
*p<.05

** p<.01

+ p<.005

i p not determined; part-whole correlation within the RSF.

1. Field dependence measures were scored in the direction of greater

field dependence: the AS. RSF. and RSFP were scored in the direction of

greater assumed similarity to others: the BAQ was scored in the direc-

tion of other-values; this was to simplify analysis of the direction of

correlation coefficients.

2. These scales were from the Revised Diagnostic Test of Empathic

Accuracy.
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independent variables and AS and RSF scores as dependent variables.)

Another measure of assumed similarity was defined during the

present study. following an item analysis of the role similarity form.

Two items of the RSF —- those pertaining to the roles of mother and

father -- were found to be the best indicator of RSF score. although

they were not significantly correlated with AS score. However. a

very significant positive correlation was found between the score on

these two items and field dependence as measured by the EFT (r= .34.

p‘(.01 for a two-tailed test). The correlations between CFT and ED

scores and these two items were small but in the same direction.

Regarding the RSF as a whole. it is important to note that its K-R

#20 reliability was only .28. Thus the correlations of field depen-

dence and other measures with it were nearly as high as its reliability,

and if the correlations were corrected for attenuation. they would

indicate the possible true magnitude of the effects.

Hypothesis 2. that field dependent persons would value self-

definition from others over internal self-definition. more than field

independent persons. was not confirmed. Consistently small and in-

significant correlations were found between self-other values as

measured by the BAQ and all three measures of field dependence.

However. an interesting negative relationship was found between self-

values and actual similarity (AC8) scores on the Revised Diagnostic

Test of Empathic Accuracy. It was found that those with self-values

were significantly higher in actual similarity to others.

Hypothesis 3. that no difference in predictive accuracy would

be found between field dependent and field independent persons, was

confirmed. No significant differences in predictive accuracy (PA)

were found between field dependent and field independent persons
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for all three measures of field dependence. Regarding the relation

between differentiation and predictive accuracy. the lack of sig-

nificant correlation only means that no ligggg relation exists. To

test for non-linear relations. an eta-square analysis was performed

using the EFT and the CFT as predictors of predictive accuracy (PA)

score. Eta-square was near zero with EFT as predictor of PA score.

However. with CFT score as predictor of PA score. eta-square was

.19 (p4(.05). The data were divided into five groups on the basis

of CFT score. with the first group being most field dependent (lowest

CFT score) and the last group most field independent. These groups

ranked from low to high CFT score had predictive accuracy means of

34.1. 35.5. 34.8, 39.5. and 32.1 respectively. These means indicate

a significant non-linear relationship between field dependence-indepen-

dence as measured by the CFT and predictive accuracy measured by the

Revised Diagnostic Test of Empathic Accuracy.

Another important set of results regarding the AS. ACS. and PA

scales was found. Actual similarity (ACS) was not significantly

correlated with assumed similarity as measured by AS score or RSF

score. however both actual similarity (ACS) and assumed similarity

(AS) had significant and positive relationships with predictive

accuracy (PA).



DISCUSSION

As might be expected. the results cast some light on the issues

which gave rise to the study, but at the same time they generate

additional questions. The most important finding was the relation

between field dependence and assumed similarity to others. Field

dependent persons assumed greater similarity to generalized others.

particular others. and also assumed similarity to‘mggg peeple than

did field independent persons. They also tended to assume similarity

to their parents. whereas field independent persons did not. Further

study of this relationship may do much to clarify the developmental

aspects of differentiation. The relationship between field depen-

dence and assumed similarity is actually a logical extension of the

theory of psychological differentiation as proposed by Witkin (1954.

1962). Articulated individuals are able to differentiate themselves

from others. and assume dissimilarity to most people. In fact. they

may assume less similarity than is actually the case. Cognitively

complex (Bieri. 1955) and able to perceive fine differences between

stimuli. the field independent individual assumes little similarity

to others because he is aware of so many differences and dimensions

of variability among peOple.

Conversely. the field dependent person does not attend to many

dimensions of variation, sees others as similar to himself. and

according to'Witkin (1962), allows his self-concept to be defined by

others. His assumption of similarity to others is a statement of

his view of the world; other people are not seen as particulate or as

varying along more than a few dimensions.

21
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The finding that predictive accuracy was non-linearly related

to differentiation holds considerable promise for future research.

Although the results of the present study were somewhat equivocal

regarding this relationship. there is logical support for the hypo-

thesis that field dependent and field independent persons are less

accurate predictors of others behavior than are persons midway

between the two extremes. A possible explanation for this effect is

that field dependent persons assume too much similarity to others,

and field independent persons assume too little similarity to others.

The result is a deficit in predictive accuracy for both types of

persons. The implications of this hypothesis for therapy and clin-

ical prediction are overwhelming. although further study is necessary.

Hypothesis 2 stated that field dependent persons would value

self-definition from others over internal self-definition. more than

field independent persons. No such relationship was found. using

the Behavioral Attitude Questionnaire as a measure of self versus

other values. Contrary to the proposals of Witkin (1962). field

dependence-independence may not conform to every self-other dimen-

sion. Self-other values. equated for social desirability. are

separate from the conformity and social dependence variables which

have been shown to vary with differentiation. Moral development

and locus of moral evaluation may be totally independent of level

of differentiation. Further research is needed to clarify and

delineate the self-other dimensions involved in differentiation, and

those which are 222 related to it.

Refinement of the testing instruments is another important

task for future research. The role similarity form (RSF). which

measures the number of personal acquaintances to whom a person
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assumes general similarity. must be revised for use as a reliable

instrument in the future. In particular, the inclusion of both

well-liked roles and disliked roles may have contributed to the poor

internal consistency of the scale. Smith (1966) pointed out that

people seldom assume similarity to those whom they dislike. Two

items of the fifteen-item RSF were roles normally disliked. and

therefore had the lowest part-whole correlations of all the items.

This leads to another tentative hypothesis. It may be true

that since assumed similarity is only valid with respect to well-

liked persons. assumed dissimilarity to disliked persons is another

measure of the same phenomenon. This would indicate an evaluative

dimension; a tendency to assume similarity or dissimilarity in accord

with the perceived "goodness” or ”badness" of the person being

evaluated. Furthermore. an interesting parallel to differentiation

theory can be drawn. A field dependent person. who has been shown

to assume similarity to liked persons may also assume dissimilarity

to disliked persons. The field independent person, using more than

the good-bad dimension. differentiates with other dimensions as well.

Thus he would assume less similarity to liked others. and less dis-

similarity to disliked others. Theoretical implications of this

model for cognitive style. predictive accuracy. and balance formula-

tions were discussed by Wegner (1971). The present paradigm is

useful for future research on the evaluative dimensions used by

field dependent and field independent persons.

The final relationship to be discussed in the present study

concerns the components of empathic accuracy. Contrary to the various

findings cited by Smith (1966), no relation was found between in-

dividual differences in assumed similarity and actual similarity.
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AS and ACS scores both correlated positively with predictive accuracy.

but did not correlate significantly with each other. This finding

may be rejected as possible sampling or testing error. contingent on

replication with the same instrument. or it can be explained as a

reversal of previous findings because of the administration of the

test in the context of other related tests.

In conclusion. it can be stated that significant evidence was

found for the field dependency-social dependency hypothesis, eSpecial-

ly involving the role of assumed similarity to others in the global

cognitive style. Also indicated was the important role of differen-

tiation in predictive accuracy. Few reversals were found. and they

were discussed in terms of the reliability and validity of the tests

that were used.
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TABLES 3 AND 4
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Table 3. Intercorrelation matrix of all measures for males.

EFT BD CFT RSF RSFP AS BAQ PA ACS

EFT -

BD .73 -

CFT .65 .41 -

RSF .16 .19 ..07 -

RSFP .40 .37 .15 .52 -

AS .49 .57 .22 .16 .19 -

BAQ -.19 .01 -.14 .26 .30 .14 -

PA .16 .16 .05 -.26 .04 .31 .06 -

ACS .23 -.13 .09 -.19 .15 -.O5 -.24 .45 -
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Table 4. Intercorrelation matrix of all measures for females.

 

 

 

EFT BD CFT RSF RSFP AS BAQ PA ACS

EFT -

BD .57 -

CFT .61 .32 -

RSF .2? -.03 .34 -

RSFP .25 .0 .01 .37 -

AS .11 .15 .07 .13 -.09 -

BAQ -.02 .11 -.04 .o .01 -.03 -

PA -.13 -.27 -.23 .0 .11 .42 .03 -

AC8 -.20 -.21 -.18 -.08 .17 .08 -.29 .52 -

 



APPENDIX B

COPIES OF TEST FORMS



 

Please fill in

CLOSURE FLEXIBILITY

Date Age
 

(Concealed Figures) 5... student #
 

 

(Form A) Test Booklet #

  
Developed by: L.I.. Thurstone, Ph.D. and m1. Jeffrey, Ph.D. - The I’Sychomctric 1 aboralory . The University of North Carolina

Directions:

The row of designs below is a sample item of this test. The parts have been 1a-

beled to make description easier. These labels do not appear in the test items.

The left hand design in each row is the figure. You are to decide whether or not

the figure is concealedin each of the fourdrawings to the right. Put a check mark

I“) in the parentheses under adrawing, if it contains the figure. Puta zero (0) in

the parentheses under a drawing, if it does not contain the figure. Look at the row

of designs below. '

Figure Drawings

:1 an(0)

In the row above a zero (0) has been written in the parentheses under drawing _1_.

The first drawing is a square but it is larger than the figure. Azero (0) has been

written under drawing 2. Although the second drawing contains a square of exact-

ly the same size as the figure, it has been turned. Check marks (V) have been

written under the third and fourth drawings since they each contain a square of

exactly the same size as the figure and have not been turned. It does not matter

that the figure contained in drawings three and four is on a different level from

the figure at the left.

Sample:

Here is another example for practice. Try it.

Z W.‘a A. A

( ) ( )

You should have placed check marks (J) in the parentheses under the first and third

drawings and zeros (0) in the parentheses under the second and fourth drawings;
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WHEN YOU GET THE SIGNAL TO BEGIN, turn the page and mark more problems

of the same kind. Work as fast and as accurately as you can, but do not guess.

Wrong answers will count against you. You are not expected to finish in the time

allowed. You will have exactly ten minutes to do as much as you can.
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May, 1968

Revised Diagnostic Test of Empathic Accuracy

Your "empathy" is your tendency to assume similarity between yourself and

others. That is when you empathize, You assume that another person's

feelings are similar to your own. Without empathy we could not understand

others. With empathy, however, we still sometimes misunderstand others

because we incorrectly assume similarity.

This is a test of your empathic accuracy, the correctness of your assumptions

of similarity and dissimilarity to others. The test has four parts:

(1) empathy with the typical man; (2) empathy with the typical woman;

(3) empathy with Naomi Warren, a particular woman; and (4) empathy with

Harold Warren, a particular man.

Part I. YOU AND THE TYPICAL MAN

The replies of thousands of American men to each of the interests below

have been analyzed. In making their replies they were asked to disregard

as much as they could considerations of salary, social status, and possibilities

of future advancement. They were asked to consider only whether they would

like or dislike the interest, regardless of any necessary skills, abilities

or training.

Ask yourself these two questions about each of the interests below:

A. Do I like the interest more than I dislike it or do I dislike

it more than I like it?

B. Would the majority of American men say that they liked the

interest more than they disliked it or would they say they

disliked it more than they liked it?

Mark "1" (like-like) If you like the interest and also think

that the typical man would like it.

Mark ”2” (dislike-dislike) If you dislike the interest and also

think the typical man would dislike it.

Mark "3" (like-dislike) If you like the interest but think the

typical man would dislike it.

Mark "4” (dislike-like) If you dislike the interest but think

the typical man would like it.

1. Auto salesman 7. Jeweler

2. Talkative people 8. Life insurance salesman

3. Civil Service employee 9. Pharmacist

4. Algebra 10. Real estate salesman

5. Dentist 11. Printer

6. Factory worker 12. Politician



Part II.‘ YOU AND THE TYPICAL WOMAN

Proceed in this part exactly as in Part I, except this time you will

compare your interests with those of the majority of women.

Mark "1" (like-like) If you like the interest and also think

. the typical woman would like it.

Mark ”2” (dislike-dislike)‘ If you dislike the interest and think

the typical woman would also dislike it.

Mark ”3" (like-dislike) If you like the interest but think the

typical woman would dislike it.

Mark "4" (dislike-like) I If you dislike the interest but think

.g. L the typical woman would like it. '

13. ‘Proof reader 19. ”True Story" magazine

14. Companion to elderly person 20. Stenographer

15. Accountant 21. Statistician

16. Bank teller 22. Teacher, commercial

17. Beauty specialist _- 23. Discussions of economic affairs

l8. Artist's model 24. Governor of a state

Part III. YOU AND NAOMI WARREN-

In the preceding section you assessed the similarity between yourself and

the typical woman. Here you are to assess the similarity between‘yourself

and a particular woman, Naomi Warren.

She is a forty year old wife of a social science professor and the mother

of three children who are now in college. Naomi is the eldest of four

sisters all of whom like to write. Naomi has published several

children's books, another sister has published a novel, another sister is

a newspaper reporter, and the other sister writes poetry. Naomi's daughter

is planning to be a'writer also. Naomi plays tennis, skates, skiis, and

generally enjoys the outdoors. She enjoys cooking but is casual about her

housekeeping. She is a member of several civic groups but dislikes

speaking before a group.

Naomi answered "true“ or ”false” to all of the following items.

Mark "I" If you think- the statement is true or more true than false of

' yourself, and also think that Naomi answered true. -

Mark "2" If you think the statement is false for yourself, and also think

that Naomi answered false.

Mark "3" If you think the statement is true of yourself and think

Naomi answered false.

Mark "4" If you think the statement is false for yourself and think

Naomi answered true.

 



25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.
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I like to make a very careful plan before starting in to do anything.

I like to be with people who don't take life too seriously.

I always keep control of myself in an emergency situation.

I trust in God to support the right and condemn the wrong.

In matters of conduct I conform very closely to custom.

It is as important for a person to be reverent as it is for him to

be sympathetic.

The idea of God means more to me than any other idea.

Women should have as much right to propose dates to men as men to women.

I tend to judge people in terms of their concrete accomplishments.

I like to have people around me practically all the time.

Quite a few things make me emotional.

I am moderate in my tastes and sentiments.

I like to discuss my emotions with others.

In the long run, science provides the best hOpe for solving the

world's problems.

I am really only interested in what is useful.

Most of the time I am extremely carefree and relaxed.

have frequently assumed the leadership of groups.

never complain about my sufferings and hardships.

have very strong likes and dislikes.

spend a lot of time philosophizing with myself.

am almost never extremely excited or thrilled.

think that cremation is the best method of burial.

There are few things I enjoy more than being a leader of people.

Radical agitators should be allowed to make public speeches.

h
l
h
i
h
l
h
i
h
i
h
i

Part IV YOU AND HAROLD WARREN

Here you are to assess the similarity between yourself and Harold Warren,

the 50 year old husband of Naomi.

Harold comes from a large family and his mother died when he was a young boy.

Harold and his brothers were raised by an ambitious maiden aunt who was a

school teacher and who insisted on his regular church attendance. However,

he has not been to church for several decades. Politically, he is a democrat

but he has never been active in politics. Like his wife, he is an enthusiastic

participant in amateur sports and has never been seriously ill. He has also

written several books and is a wide reader not only in his own field, but

also in the fields of literature and philosophy.

Harold also completed the following items.

Mark "1" If you think the statement is true or more true than false of

yourself, and you also think that Harold answered true.

Mark "2" If you think the statement is false of yourself, and also think

that Harold answered false.

Mark "3" If you think the statement is true of yourself, but think that

Harold answered false.

Mark "4" If you think the statement is false of yourself but think that

Harold answered true.



49.

50.

51...,

52..

53.

54.

55.

56.

57.

58.

59.

60.

61.

62.

63.

64.

65.

66.

67.

68.

69.

70.

71.

72.

'4'.

I think there are few more important things in life than money.

I am guided in all my conduct by firm principles.

Whenever I have to undertake a jobI make out a careful plan of procedure.

Quite a few things make me emotional.

I tend to judge people in terms of their concrete accomplishments.

The European attitude toward mistresses is more sensible than ours.

In matters of conduct I conform very closely to custom.

I haven’ t yet reached any final opinion about the nature of God.

It is as important for a person to be reverent as it is for him to be

sympathetic.

In the long run, science provides the best hope for solving the world's

problems.

Radical agitators should be allowed to make public speeches.

Women should have as much right to propose dates to men as men to women.

tend to accept the world as it is and not worry about how it might be.

always keep my feet solidly on the ground. ‘

am really only interested in what is useful.

prefer friends who have well developed artistic tastes.

like to have people around me practically all the time.

am.cautious about undertaking anything which may lead to humiliating

experiences.

There are few things I enjoy more than being a leader of peOple.

I am a rather carefree person.

I never complain about my sufferings and hardships.

I have sometimes corrected others, not because they were wrong, but

only because they irritated me;

I have occasional difficulty getting the temperature of my bath the

way I like it. _

I have very strong likes and dislikes.

H
H
H
H
H
H



Role TLth List

Write the name a? ascha' the persuns indicated in the blanks belew. If

ysu cannot zona' :1 the n.aus o;- a nnrson, substitutethe n..me of some other

parser) when; the 13:13.3 Little SLI"’7,'CSL..\ to yen...

Do net repn.st names.

nam3. uss‘ituti t.hs na3s

suggest5 t3 30's.

_
!

1. Torr mgths: er thatp3rscn who has played

11:0.

2 0 7"9‘ r £85.13?" 3]?

1:11:32: ,

3. Torr hrs?hcr rear~3c your age.

is first lite o:ns.

4. Yorr SMS‘D” nearest your a3a.

3.3 mos alike on:s.

5. A tenths: you liked or the teacher of a

6 0 fl. IE-étfih"

7. Torr clssest girl (boy)M1

your wipe ('2'1'3‘. wand) or pre

I

If yen have

or ytu a1s1‘3“d or the tsach.er of

ta.“d Ahmad?ataly

‘31". g 12".]. (30.?)

If a role title appears to cell for a duplicate

of another person whom the second role title

the part of a mother in your

 

the person who ha.s played the part of a father in your

no brother, the person who

.n..._._ ‘

If you have no sister, the person who

subject you liked.

subject you disliked.

 —- F‘—

bafore yous'tarted going with

friend. An old flame.

 

8. Ystr wi.¢(a gnushand) or u esast presen't girl (Isoy) friard

9. 1'in mp],.yer sz'ciet'v.150

relied ef' g10a; stress.

10. A person with whom you have been close1;

 

or officer under sham you served during a

assssiated, who for some

unexplainable reasun, appeared to disl1Le you.

 

  

 

11. The person when you have mz2t MAIL”. the past six months when you would

most like is know better. __

I2. is preten bhOm yen adult W)et like to he of help to, or whom you feel

west sorry fer. --- ___ j __

13. The rest intelligsrt person when you Lacs personally.

’ '2‘". «M o-- . ~ . r. --

H». Clue 1.0:... strawsL} per-5.3331 2:11:15

 

you know perscnal-v

 

15. The rest intsrzstiug person when you knew personally.

nu.-
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Behavioral Attitude Questionnaire VI

Answer the following questions with the alternative that is most true for vou.

Vecord your choice on the attached I?“ answer sheet by darkenins the T' snace if

your answer is (3.) and the “' soece if your answer is (h.). “lease answer ALL

of the questions.

I think it would 1e better if I

]. a. worked hard

5. were not impatient

2. a. did my friend a favor

%. did what makes me hapny

3. a. accomplished somethino worthWhile

h. treated others with consideration

4. a. were not in a mean mood

h. coroleted a task

5. a. nroved my honesty

b. were seldom ansrv

6. a. trusted ry friends

r. shoved maturity

7. a. did what wakes me hanoy

b. did not misjudee situations

C. a. were not mad at others

b. confided in my father

9. 8. did not hurt other neople

h. did not feel inferior

]9. a. did sonethine for my parents

b. achieved wy expectations

]]. a. coroleted a tasl

b. did something my father is proud of

]2. a. did somethino for nv narents

b. were not hossy

]3. 8. did somethiss constructive

b. talked to sy father

]4. a. were not overly critical

b. were always haonv

]5. 3. did what my father likes

h. did not unset others

]6. a. did not hurt other neonle

b. were a true friend

]7. a. proved mv honesty

b. pleased others



' 2].

22.

23.

24.

27.

28.

29.

3".

33.

34.

35.

36.

0
"
!
”
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m

0
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were not in a seam wood

were not bossy

did somethine constructive

were not self centered

were not shy

were not rad at others

proved trustworthy

did not feel inferior

helped soneone

maintained ny self inteerity

defended ny beliefs

were loyal

were a true friend

achieved satisfaction

did not upset others

were not overly critical

treated others honestly

achieved happiness

were always happy

did what my father likes

pleased others

were not envious of the achievements of others

showed interest in class

confided in my father

were capable of helping others

showed resoonsibility

"rt 2"0'u1'd 'I‘E‘e worse if I -

did not participate in activities that my friends enjoy

disappointed my family

were not loyal

were not honest with myself

did not appreciate my friends

did not complete a task

were moody

disappointed my farily

ignored a friend

were not dependatle

were immature

were disrespectful



37.

40.

4].

43.

44.

45.

47.

48.

49.

50.

52.

53.

54.

55.

hurt someone

did sonethine against what I believe

let unimportant things bother me .

did not live up to my own expectations

did not care about what I do

were hypercritical

talked back to my mother (father)

lost my temper

did not care about what I do

did not help my friends

lied

were too critical of nyself

did not do well enou0h

made stupid nistakes

let someone down

did wrone

neqlected to do what I should

did wrone

acted stupid

failed to achieve something

did not help my friends

were insincere

did somethine avainst what I believe

did not think before acting

’did not achieve according to my mother s expectations

did something ny mother disapproves of

did not complete a task

did not pay attention to my friends

did not participate in activities that wy friends enjoy

did not work hard enoueh

lied

were not loyal

did not complete a task

were dull

were selfish

neglected my responsibilities

were not doinq as well as I can

flunked out of school

disappointed my farily

did not participate in activiites that my friends enjoy



6?.

were impulsive

disobeyed my parents

let someone down

did not appreciate ny friends

were not dependable

lacked character strength

were immature

were not honest with myself





"Illfillflllll‘l'llllf

 

 


